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In the following conversation which group discussion technique does han clearly show

Answers Khan applies option c- he challenges trust in sources.  Ramona, surprised, asks him if the evidence from Pettit's book was from fictional sources. Hans supports his claims through a review of Giovanni Fiorini's book. The material from this book, which was written by a storyteller rather than a
historian, was used by Pettit.Option a- is wrong. Hans does not identify new research goals. He questioned the credibility of the sources. Option b is wrong. Hans assesses what the author said about Giovanni Fiorini's book. Material from this great source was used by Pettit in his book. Option d is
incorrect. Ramona asks a clarifying question. She wants Hans to substantiate her claim. It says that trust in sources may be in question. Reply from: Kareemgreen1237Correct response c. challenging trust in sources. Ramona asks in a dubious way if the information or evidence from Petty's book comes
from a fictional source. Khan supported his information with evidence of a review of Giovanni Fiorini's book. Pettit ensures that the material in this book was written by the narrator, not the historian. Another question of English England, 22.06.2019 00:00Then to our attention that someone takes an
additional offer out of the supply cabinet for some time and it is not allowed officer manager says if this continues to happen, we will have to put security cameras this will come out of the office budget there for our salaries make sure that you only use me budget for your departmentAnswers: English,
22.06.2019 02:30On the basis of her performance in the passage that we can you conclusions about francescaAnswers: 1English, 22.06.2019 04:30 Flatten sentences to your correct mood verbs: 2Anglish, 22.06.2019 05:00This statement best completes its stream of reasoningAxavers: 1 question OK to
make the correct answer IDK vgfhsbv #fu Option B , Assessment of claims of your debate partner Explanation:Emily tries to evaluate and evaluate the claims of his discussion partner by asking a question that gives a sense of doubt in their statements that the main topic is about pollution. Her answer has



no direct conflict and with her question she tries to analyse everything her discussion partner Khan has claimed by asking him what his opinions are based on this situation.a: ask a clarifying question. in this passage, Emily asks a clarifying question. she is confused by the overall subject of the essay,
though she feels like she understood what the author said. Asking a clarifying question is a good way to make sure you're on the right track and make sure you don't reach the wrong conclusions.answer: it's d i believeexplanation: bExplanation:Using evidence to support your findings by evaluating
Assessing the claims of your discussion partnerOption B, Assessing the claims of your discussion partnerExplanation:Emily asked the discussion partner a question that raises doubts about their statements on the one hand, and on the other shows Emily's interpersonal skill to analyze facts and figures.
She tried to get a response to her doubts from her discussion partner, without any direct controversy or questioning. Option B correct Answer: ineedhelp2285Synthesis of claims into a single conclusion. Explanation:Emily is not a Romain fan. That's why she doesn't really like the character. She supports
her views and does not view the film for viewing as neutral. Her opinion is biased because she is no longer a Romain fan. She doesn't like actress Molly and her heroine in the film. She doesn't support the way Molly performed in the film and finds her horrible and bad. The answer from: shelbycade230this
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Material on this site cannot be reproduced, distributed, transmitted, cached or otherwise used, except for prior written permission by the Multiplier. 1 Fernandez2580 In the next conversation, what group discussion technique does Khan most clearly show? Did you guys feel the article was biased? Kim
Sato is a news release from Japan. Since news outlets get money and fame when they deliver a great story, I think it's possible that Kim just wants to stir up controversy. A. Evaluate your partner's claims for discussion B. Complex established ideas C. Using evidence to support your findings D. Ask a
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